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This work proposes a robust near-optimal non-linear output feedback controller design for a broad class of non-linear
systems with time-varying bounded uncertain variables. Both vanishing and non-vanishing uncertainties are considered.
Under the assumptions of input-to-state stable (ISS) inverse dynamics and vanishing uncertainty, a robust dynamic
output feedback controller is constructed through combination of a high-gain observer with a robust optimal state
feedback controller synthesized via Lyapunov’s direct method and the inverse optimal approach. The controller enforces
exponential stability and robust asymptotic output tracking with arbitrary degree of attenuation of the eŒect of the
uncertain variables on the output of the closed-loop system, for initial conditions and uncertainty in arbitrarily large
compact sets, provided that the observer gain is su� ciently large. Utilizing the inverse optimal control approach and
singular perturbation techniques, the controller is shown to be near-optimal in the sense that its performance can be
made arbitrarily close to the optimal performance of the robust optimal state feedback controller on the in® nite time-
interval by selecting the observer gain to be su� ciently large. For systems with non-vanishing uncertainties, the same
controller is shown to ensure boundedness of the states, uncertainty attenuation and near-optimality on a ® nite time-
interval. The developed controller is successfully applied to a chemical reactor example.

1. Introduction

Many industrial processes exhibit highly non-linear

behaviour and involve time-varying uncertain variables

such as unknown process parameters and external dis-

turbances which, if not accounted for in the controller

design, may cause signi® cant deterioration in the closed-

loop performance and lead to instability. Recognition of

the detrimental eŒects of uncertainty on the closed-loop

behaviour has led to signi® cant research on the problem

of designing controllers for non-linear systems with

uncertain variables, that enforce output tracking with

attenuation of the eŒect of the uncertain variables on

the output. Under the assumption that all process states

are available for measurement, a variety of techniques

have been developed to address this problem including

non-linear adaptive control (Sastry and Isidori 1989,

Kanellakopoulos et al. 1991, Teel et al. 1991, Krstic

et al. 1995), and non-linear robust control using

Lyapunov’s direct method (see, for example, Marino

and Tomei 1993 c, Qu 1993, Lin et al. 1995,

Christo® des et al. 1996, Jiang and Mareels 1997); the

reader may also refer to the papers (Corless 1993,

Leitman 1993) for a review of results on controller

design via Lyapunov’s direct method). The controllers

designed using these methods, however, are not in gen-

eral optimal with respect to a meaningful cost and may

expend unnecessarily large control eŒort to achieve their

objective. Therefore, their implementation may result in

poor closed-loop behaviour owing to the limits fre-

quently imposed on the capacity of control actuators.

An approach to address the design of robust optimal

controllers is within the nonlinear H1 control frame-

work (e.g. Basar and Bernhard 1990, van der Schaft

1992, Pan and Basar 1993). However, the practical

applicability of this approach is still questionable

because the explicit construction of the controllers

requires the analytic solution of the steady-state

Hamilton± Jacobi± Isaacs (HJI) equation which is not a

feasible task except for simple problems. An appealing

approach to robust optimal controller design, which

does not require solving the HJI equation, is the inverse

optimal approach proposed by Kalman (Kalman 1964)

(see also Thau 1967, Moylan and Anderson 1973), for

additional results on inverse optimal stabilization) and

introduced recently in the context of robust stabilization

in Freeman and Kokotovic (1996). The central idea of

the inverse optimal approach is to compute a robust

stabilizing control law together with the appropriate

penalties that render the cost functional well-de® ned

and meaningful in some sense. This approach provides

a convenient route for robust optimal controller design

and is well-motivated by the fact that the closed-loop

robustness achieved as a result of controller optimality is

largely independent of the speci® c choice of the cost

functional (Sepulchre et al. 1997). This approach has

been employed for the design of robust optimal control-

lers in Freeman and Kokotovic (1996), Krstic and Li

(1997), and El-Farra and Christo® des (1999).

Unfortunately, even though the above works pro-

vide systematic methods for adaptive and robust control

design, their practical applicability is limited by the

assumption of accessibility of all process states. For
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instance, in chemical process controlÐ more so than in

most other control areasÐ the complete state cannot be

measured in general (e.g. concentrations of certain

species are not accessible on-line) and therefore the

above state feedback controllers are not directly suited

for practical applications. In the past few years, signi® -

cant advances have been made in the direction of output

feedback controller design for the purpose of robustly

stabilizing non-linear systems. Important contributions

in this area include general results on robust output

feedback stabilization using the controller± observer

combination approach (Teel and Praly 1994, 1995),

adaptive output feedback control (Marino and Tomei

1993 a, b), and robust output feedback controller design

(Khalil 1994, Mahmoud and Khalil 1996, Christo® des

2000) for various classes of non-linear systems. In

addition to these approaches, other methods for con-

structing robust stabilizers via output feedback, which

do not use combination of the controller with an obser-

ver, have been explored including output feedback con-

trol within the H1 control framework (Isidori and

Astol® 1992, Isidori 1994, Isidori and Kang 1995) and

the recursive stabilization scheme recently presented in

Isidori (1999).

In this work, we address the problem of synthesizing

robust near-optimal output feedback controllers for a

broad class of non-linear systems with time-varying

bounded uncertain variables. Under the assumptions

of input-to-state stable (ISS) inverse dynamics and van-

ishing uncertainty, a dynamic controller is synthesized

through combination of a high-gain observer with a

robust optimal state feedback controller designed via

Lyapunov’s direct method and shown through the

inverse optimal approach to be optimal with respect to

a meaningful cost de® ned on the in® nite time-interval.

The dynamic output feedback controller enforces expo-

nential stability and asymptotic output tracking with

attenuation of the eŒect of the uncertain variables on

the output of the closed-loop system for initial con-

ditions and uncertainty in arbitrarily large compact

sets, as long as the observer gain is su� ciently large.

Utilizing the inverse optimal control approach and stan-

dard singular perturbation techniques, this approach is

shown to yield a near-optimal output feedback design in

the sense that the performance of the resulting output

feedback controller can be made arbitrarily close to that

of the robust optimal state feedback controller on the

in® nite time-interval, when the observer gain is su� -

ciently large. For systems with non-vanishing uncer-

tainty, the same controller is shown to ensure

boundedness of the states, robust asymptotic output

tracking, and near-optimality over a ® nite time-interval.

The developed controller is successfully applied to a

chemical reactor example.

2. Notation

. j ¢ j denotes the standard Euclidean norm, sgn(¢)
denotes the sign function, and sat(¢) denotes the
saturation function, de® ned as

sat …s† ˆ

am; if s ¶ am

s; if ¡ am < s < am

¡am; if s µ ¡am

8
>><

>>:

9
>>=

>>;
…1†

. where s 2 R and am is a positive real number. For

a vector x 2 R n, sat …x† ˆ ‰sat …x1† sat …x2† ¢ ¢ ¢
sat …xn†ŠT. O…°† denotes the standard order of mag-

nitude notation, i.e. ¯…°† ˆ O…°† if there exist posi-

tive constants k and c such that j¯…°†j µ kj°j,
8j°j < c. Lf h denotes the Lie derivative of a scalar

® eld h with respect to the vector ® eld f. Lk
f h

denotes the kth order Lie derivative and LgLk¡1
f h

denotes the mixed Lie derivative.

. For any measurable (with respect to the Lebesgue

measure) function ³: R ¶0 ! R q, k³k denotes

ess.sup.j³…t†j, t ¶ 0.

. A function W : R n ! R ¶0 is said to be positive

de® nite if W…x† > 0 8x 6ˆ 0 and W…0† ˆ 0.

. A function W : R n ! R ¶0 is said to be proper if

W…x† tends to ‡1 as jxj tends to ‡1.

. A function ®: R ¶0 ! R ¶0 is said to be of class K if

it is continuous, increasing and is zero at zero. It is

of class K1, if in additon, it is proper. A function

 : R ¶0 £ R ¶0 ! R ¶0 is said to be of class KL if,

for each ® xed t, the function  …¢; t† is of class K

and, for each ® xed s, the function  …s; ¢† is non-
increasing and tends to zero at in® nity.

. A matrix A of dimension n £ n is said to be Hur-
witz if all of its eigenvalues satisfy Re ‰¶i…A†Š < 0,

i ˆ 1; . . . ; n where ¶i denotes the ith eigenvalue of

the matrix.

3. Preliminaries

We consider single-input single-output non-linear

systems with uncertain variables with the following

state-space description

_x ˆ f …x† ‡ g…x†u ‡
Xq

kˆ1

wk…x†³k…t†

y ˆ h…x†

9
>>>=

>>>;
…2†

where x 2 R n denotes the vector of state variables, u 2 R
denotes the manipulated input, ³k…t† 2 W » R denotes
the kth uncertain (possibly time-varying) but bounded

variable taking values in a nonempty compact convex

subset W of R , and y 2 R denotes the output to be

controlled. The uncertain variable ³k…t† may describe
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time-varying parametric uncertainties and/or exogenous

disturbances. The vector functions f …x†, wk…x† and g…x†,
and the scalar function h…x† are assumed to be su� -

ciently smooth. In the remainder of this paper, for sim-

plicity, we will suppress the time-dependence in the

notation of the uncertain variable ³k…t†.
We begin by reviewing the concept of inverse optim-

ality introduced in Freeman and Kokotovic (1996) in

the context of robust stabilization and used as a tool

for robust optimal controller design. To this end, con-

sider the system of equation (2) with q ˆ 1 and

w…xeq†³ ˆ 0 8³ 2 W » R where xeq is the equilibrium

point of the system _x ˆ f …x†. Without loss of generality,

we assume that xeq ˆ 0. Suppose there exists a positive

de® nite radially unbounded C1 scalar function V such

that

inf
u 2 R

sup
³2W

…Lf V…x† ‡ LgV…x†u ‡ LwV…x†³† < 0 8x 6ˆ 0

…3†

Also, let l…x† and R…x† be two continuous scalar func-

tions such that l…x† ¶ 0 and R…x† > 0 8x 2 R n and con-

sider the cost functional

J ˆ
…1

0

…l…x† ‡ uR…x†u† dt …4†

The steady state Hamilton± Jacobi± Isaacs (HJI) equa-

tion associated with the system of equation (2) and the

cost of equation (4) is

0 ² inf
u 2 R

sup
³ 2 W

…l…x† ‡ uR…x†u ‡ Lf V…x†

‡ LgV…x†u ‡ LwV…x†³† …5†

In a direct approach, one would have to solve the above

HJI equation to synthesize the desired robust optimal

control law. Since the solution of the HJI equation is not

a feasible task in general, we take the inverse path

instead. In the inverse approach, a stabilizing feedback

control law is designed ® rst and then shown to be

optimal with respect to a well-de® ned cost functional

of the form of equation (4). The problem is

inverse because the functions l…x† and R…x† are a

posteriori determined by the chosen stabilizing feedback

control law, rather than a priori speci® ed by the

designer.

A stabilizing control law u…x† solves an inverse opti-

mal problem for the system of equation (2) if it can be

expressed in the following form

u ˆ ¡p…x† ˆ ¡1
2
R¡1…x†LgV…x† …6†

where the negative de® niteness of _V is achieved with the

control u¤ ˆ ¡ 1
2
p…x†, that is

sup
³ 2W

_V ˆ sup
³ 2 W

…Lf V…x† ¡ 1
2
LgV…x†p…x† ‡ LwV…x†³†

ˆ Lf V…x† ¡ 1
2
LgV…x†p…x† ‡ jLwV…x†j³b

< 0 8x 6ˆ 0

9
>>>=

>>>;

…7†

where the worst-case uncertainty (i.e. one that maxi-

mizes _V ) is given by ³ ˆ sgn ‰LwV…x†Š³b where ³b ˆ
k³k (which is clearly an admissible uncertainty since it

is both measurable and bounded). When the function

l…x† is set equal to

l…x† ˆ ¡Lf V…x† ‡ 1
2
LgV…x†p…x† ¡ jLwV…x†j³b …8†

then V…x† is a solution to the following steady state HJI

equation

0 ² l…x† ‡ Lf V…x† ¡ 1
4
LgV…x†R¡1…x†LgV…x†

‡ jLwV…x†j³b …9†

and the optimal (minimal) value of J is V…x…0††. Several

investigators solved in a systematic way inverse optimal
stabilization problems for various classes of non-linear

systems (see, for example, Sepulchre et al. 1997). The

main task of these design methods is the construction

of positive de® nite functions whose time-derivatives

along the trajectories of the closed-loop system can be

rendered negative de® nite by feedback control. In the
inverse approach, these functions become optimal

value functions.

Finally, we recall the de® nition of input-to-state

stability (ISS) for a system of the form of equation (2).

De® nition 1 (Sontag, 1989b): The system in equation
(2) (with u ² 0) is said to be ISS with respect to ³ if

there exist a function  of class KL and a function ®
of class K such that for each x0 2 R n and for each

measurable, essentially bounded input ³…¢† on ‰0; 1†
the solution of equation (2) with x…0† ˆ x0 exists for
each t ¶ 0 and satis® es

jx…t†j µ  …jx…0†j; t† ‡ ®…k³k†; 8t ¶ 0 …10†

4. Robust near-optimal output feedback controller

synthesis

4.1. Control problem formulation

Referring to the system of equation (2), we consider

two control problems with diŒerent control objectives.

In the ® rst problem, we consider the class of systems

described by equation (2) where the uncertain variable
terms are assumed to be vanishing (i.e. wk…xeq†³k ˆ 0 for

any ³k 2 W where xeq is the equilibrium point of the

system _x ˆ f …x††. In this case, xeq is also an equilibrium

point for the uncertain system of equation (2). The
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objective in this problem is to synthesize robust non-

linear dynamic output feedback controllers of the form

_! ˆ F…!; y; ·v†

u ˆ P…!; y; ·v; t†

)
…11†

where ! 2 R 5 is a state, F…!; y; ·v† is a vector function,

P…!; y; ·v; t† is a scalar function, ·v ˆ ‰v v…1† ¢ ¢ ¢ v…r†ŠT is a
generalized reference input (v…k† denotes the kth time

derivative of the reference input v, which is assumed to

be a su� ciently smooth function of time), that enforce

exponential stability, asymptotic robust output tracking

with arbitrary degree of attenuation of the eŒect of the
uncertainty on the output, and are near-optimal with

respect to a meaningful cost functional, de® ned over

the in® nite time-interval, that imposes penalty on the

control action and the worst case uncertainty. The

near-optimality property, to be made more precise

mathematically in Theorem 1 below, is sought in the
sense that the performance of the dynamic output feed-

back controller can be made to approach the optimal

performance of the corresponding robust optimal state

feedback controller (i.e. u ˆ P…x; ·v; t†† over the in® nite

time-interval.
In the second control problem, we again consider the

system of equation (2). In this case, however, we assume

that the uncertain variable terms are non-vanishing (i.e.

wk…x†³k 6ˆ 0). Under this assumption, xeq is no longer

an equilibrium point of the system of equation (2).
The objective in this problem is to synthesize robust

non-linear dynamic output feedback controllers of the

form of equation (11) that guarantee boundedness of

the closed-loop trajectories, enforce the discrepancy

between the output and reference input to be asymp-

totically arbitrarily small, and are near-optimal with
respect to a meaningful cost de® ned over a ® nite time-

interval, in the sense that their performance can be made

arbitrarily close to the optimal performance of the cor-

responding robust optimal state feedback controllers

over the same time interval.
In both control problems, the design of the dynamic

controllers is carried out using combination of a high-

gain observer and a robust optimal state feedback

control design proposed in El-Farra and Christo® des

(1999). In particular, referring to equation (11), the
system _! ˆ F…!; y; ·v† is synthesized to provide estimates

of the system state variables, while the static component

P…!; y; ·v; t† is synthesized to enforce the requested prop-

erties in the closed-loop system. The analysis of the

closed-loop system employs standard singular pertur-

bation techniques (due to the high-gain nature of the
observer) and utilizes the concept of input-to-state stab-

ility and non-linear small gain theorem-type arguments.

Near-optimality is established through the inverse opti-

mal approach and using standard singular perturbation

results. The requested closed-loop properties in both

control problems are enforced for arbitrarily large initial

conditions and uncertainty provided that the gain of the

observer is su� ciently large (semi-global type result).

4.2. Assumptions

In order to proceed with the design of the control-

lers, we need to impose the following three assumptions

on the system of equation (2). The ® rst assumption is

motivated by the requirement of output tracking and
allows transforming the system of equation (2) into a

partially linear form.

Assumption 1: There exists an integer r and a set of

coordinates

±

²

µ ¶
ˆ

±1

±2

..

.

±r

²1

..

.

²n¡r

2

66666666666664

3

77777777777775

ˆ X…x† ˆ

h…x†
Lf h…x†

..

.

Lr¡1
f h…x†
À1…x†

..

.

Àn¡r…x†

2

66666666666664

3

77777777777775

…12†

where À1…x†; . . . ; Àn¡r…x† are non-linear scalar functions

of x, such that the system of equation …2† takes the form

_±1 ˆ ±2

..

.

_±r¡1 ˆ ±r

_±r ˆ Lr
f h…X ¡1…±; ²†† ‡ LgLr¡1

f h…X¡1…±; ²††u

‡
Xq

kˆ1

LwkLr¡1
f h…X ¡1…±; ²††³k

_²1 ˆ C1…±; ²†

..

.

_²n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…±; ²†
y ˆ ±1

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…13†

where LgL
r¡1
f h…x† 6ˆ 0 for all x 2 R n, ³ 2 R q. Moreover,

for each ³ 2 R q, the states ±; ² are bounded if and only if

the state x is bounded; and …±; ²† ! …±eq; ²eq† if and only if
x ! xeq where …±eq; ²eq† is the equilibrium point of the

(±; ²) system.

We note that the change of variables of equation (12)

is independent of ³ and invertible, since, for every x, the

variables ±; ² are uniquely determined by equation (12).
This implies that if we can estimate the values of ±; ² for

all times, using appropriate state observers, then we

automatically obtain estimates of x for all times. This

property will be exploited later to synthesize a state esti-
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mator for the system of equation (2) on the basis of the

system of equation (13). We also note that Assumption 1

includes the matching condition of our robust control

method. In particular, we consider systems of the form

equation (2) for which the uncertain variables enter the
system in the same equation with the manipulated input.

This assumption is more restrictive than the one used in

El-Farra and Christo® des (1999) to solve the same

robust control problem via state feedback and is moti-

vated by our requirement to eliminate the presence of

³ in the ² subsystem of the system of equation (13).
This requirement and the stability requirement of

Assumption 2 below will allow including in the control-

ler a replica of the ² subsystem of equation (13) which

provides estimates of the ² states (see Theorem 1).

Introducing the notation

e ˆ ‰e1 e2 ¢ ¢ ¢ erŠT

·v ˆ ‰v v…1† ¢ ¢ ¢ v…r†ŠT

ei ˆ ±i ¡ v…i¡1†

9
>>>=

>>>;
…14†

where i ˆ 1; . . . ; r, v…i† is the ith time dervative of the

reference input v, the ± subsystem of equation (13) can
be further transformed into the form

_e ˆ ·f …e; ²; ·v† ‡ ·g…e; ²; ·v†u ‡
Xq

kˆ1

wk…e; ²; ·v†³k …15†

where

·f …e; ²† ˆ

e2

e3

..

.

Lr
f h…X ¡1…e; ²†† ¡ v…r†

2

6666664

3

7777775

·g…e; ²† ˆ

0

0

..

.

LgLr¡1
f h…X ¡1…e; ²††

2

666664

3

777775

·wk…e; ²† ˆ

0

0

..

.

LwkLr¡1
f h…X ¡1…e; ²††

2

666664

3

777775

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…16†

are r £ 1 vector ® elds. As stated in the preliminaries, the

main task in the design of the controller through the
inverse optimal approach is the construction of a posi-

tive de® nite function whose time-derivative can be ren-

dered negative de® nite via feedback. For systems of the

form of equation (15), this can be done in many diŒerent

ways. One way, for instance, is to use a quadratic func-

tion V ˆ eTPe where the positive de® nite matrix P is

chosen to satisfy the Ricatti inquality

ATP ‡ PA ¡ PbbTP < 0 …17†

where

A ˆ

0 1 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

0 0 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

..

. ..
.

0 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1

0 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

2

6666664

3

7777775
; b ˆ

0

0

..

.

1

2

66664

3

77775
…18†

are an r £ r matrix and r £ 1 vector, respectively.

Assumption 2: The system

_²1 ˆ C1…±; ²†

_²n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…±; ²†

)

…19†

is ISS with respect to ± with  ²…j²…0†j; t† ˆ K²j²…0†j e¡at

where K²; a are positive real numbers and K² ¶ 1.

Following Christo® des et al. (1996), the requirement
of input-to-state stability of the system of equation (19)

with respect to ± is imposed to allow the synthesis of

a robust state feedback controller that enforces the

requested properties in the closed-loop system for arbi-

trarily large initial conditions and uncertain variables.

On the other hand, the requirement that  ²…j²…0†j; t† ˆ
K²j²…0†j e¡at allows incorporating in the robust output

feedback controller a dynamical system identical to the

one of equation (19) that provides estimates of the vari-

ables ². Assumption 2 is satis® ed by many chemical pro-

cesses (see, for example, Christo® des and Daoutidis
(1996) and the chemical reactor of } 5).

Finally, in order to attenuate the eŒect of the uncer-

tain variables on the output, we need to assume the

existence of known bounds that capture the size of the

uncertain variables for all times.

Assumption 3: These exist know positive constants ³bk

such that k³k…t†k ˆ ³bk .

Now we are in a position to state the main results of

this paper. In what follows, we present the results for the

case of vanishing uncertainties ® rst and then give the

parallel treatment for the non-vanishing uncertainties
case.

4.3. Near-optimality over the in® nite horizon

Theorem 1 below provides a formula for the robust

near-optimal output feedback controller and states pre-

cise conditions under which the proposed controller

enforces the desired properties in the closed-loop system.
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Theorem 1: Consider the uncertain non-linear system

of equation …2†, for which Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold,

under the robust output feedback controller

_~y ˆ

¡La1 1 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

¡L
2
a2 0 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

¡L
r¡1

ar¡1 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1

¡L
r
ar 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

2

6666666664

3

7777777775

~y ‡

La1

L
2
a2

..

.

L
r¡1

ar¡1

L
r
ar

2

6666666664

3

7777777775

y

_!1 ˆ C1…sat …~y†; !†

..

.

_!n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…sat …~y†; !†

u ˆ Ar…x̂; ·v; ¿†

:ˆ ¡ c0 ‡
Lb·f V ‡ ¬

������������������������������������
…Lb·f V†2 ‡ …Lb·gV†4

q

…Lb·gV†2

0

BBBB@

‡
» ‡ À

Xq

kˆ1

³bkjLwkLr¡1
f h…x̂†j

…LgLr¡1
f h…x̂††2 jLb·gV j

jLgLr¡1
f h…x̂†j

‡ ¿

Á !

1

CCCCA
Lb·gV

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…20†

where x̂ ˆ X ¡1…sat …~y†; !††, V ˆ eTPe, P is a positive

de® nite matrix that satis® es the Riccati inequality of

equation …17† and c0, ¬, À, », and ¿ are adjustable par-

ameters that satisfy c0 > 0, ¬ ¶ 0, À > 2; » > 0 and

¿ > 0. Further, assume that the functions ·wk…±; ²† satisfy

·wk…±eq; ²† ˆ 0 and let ° ˆ 1=L. Then, for each set of posi-

tive real numbers ¯x; ¯³; ¯·v, there exists ¿¤ > 0 and for

each ¿ 2 …0; ¿¤† there exists an °¤…¿† > 0, such that if

¿ 2 …0; ¿¤Š, ° 2 …0; °¤…¿†Š, sat …¢† ˆ min f1; ±max=j ¢ jg…¢†
with ±max being the maximum value of the vector

‰±1 ±2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ±rŠ for j±j µ  ±…¯± ; 0† where  ± is a class KL
function and ¯± is the maximum value of

the vector ‰h…x† Lf h…x† ¢ ¢ ¢ Lr¡1
f h…x†Š for jxj µ ¯x,

jx…0†j µ ¯x, k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, j~y…0†j µ ¯± , !…0† ˆ
²…0† ‡ O…°†, the following holds:

(1) The closed-loop system is exponentially stable.

(2) The output of the closed-loop system satis® es a

relation of the form

lim sup
t !1

jy…t† ¡ v…t†j ˆ 0 …21†

(3) The output feedback controller of equation …20† is

near-optimal in the sense that the cost functional

associated with the controller of equation …20† and

the system of equation …2† satis® es

J ˆ
…1

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂† dt ! V…e…0†† as ° ! 0

…22†

(1) where

R…x† ˆ 1

2
c0 ‡

L·f V ‡ ¬
������������������������������������
…L·f V†2 ‡ …L·gV†4

q

…L·gV†2

0

BBBB@

‡
» ‡ À

Xq

kˆ1

³bkjLwkL
r¡1
f h…x†j

…LgLr¡1
f h…x††2 jL·gV j

jLgLr¡1
f h…x†j

‡ ¿

Á !

1

CCCCA

¡1

…23†

l…e† ˆ ¡L ·f V ‡ 1
4L·gVR

¡1…x†L·gV ¡
Xq

kˆ1

jL ·wkV j³bk ¶ 0 …24†

Remark 1: The robust output feedback controller of

equation (20) consists of a high gain observer which

provides estimates of the derivatives of the output y

up to order r ¡ 1, and thus estimates of the variables

±1; . . . ; ±r, an observer that simulates the inverse dy-

namics of the system of equation (13), and a static

state feedback controller (see discussion in Remark 2

below) that attenuates the eŒect of the uncertain vari-

ables on the output and enforces reference input track-

ing. To eliminate the peaking phenomenon associated

with the high-gain observer, we use a standard satura-

tion function, sat, to eliminate wrong estimates of the

output derivatives for short times. We choose to satu-

rate ~y0; ~y1; . . . ; ~yr¡1 instead of the control action as was

proposed in Khalil and Esfandiari (1993), because in

most practical applications, it is possible to use knowl-

edge of process operating conditions to derive non-

conservative bounds on the actual values of the output

derivatives.

Remark 2: Regarding the static component of the

controller of equation (20), we note that it was synthe-

sized via Lyapunov’s direct method and consists of

two components. The ® rst component

us ˆ ¡ c0 ‡
Lb·f V ‡ ¬

�����������������������������������
…Lb·f V†2 ‡ …Lb·gV†4

q

…Lb·gV†2

0

@

1

ALb·gV …25†

is responsible for achieving stabilization and output

tracking in the nominal (i.e. ³…t† ² 0) closed-loop

system, while the second component
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ur ˆ ¡
» ‡ À

Xq

kˆ1

³bkjLwkLr¡1
f h…x̂†j

…LgLr¡1
f h…x̂††2 jLb·gV j

jLgL
r¡1
f

h…x̂†j
‡ ¿

Á !

0

BBBB@

1

CCCCA
Lb·gV …26†

enforces output tracking with arbitrary degree of
asymptotic attenuation of the eŒect of ³ on y. We note

that the ® rst component is a generalization of Sontag’s

formula proposed in Sontag (1989 a) where the par-

ameters c0 and ¬ (not present in the original Sontag’s

formula) were introduced. While a positive value for the

parameter c0 is not required to achieve stabilization, a
choice c0 > 0 may be needed to ensure the strict positiv-

ity of R…x† de® ned in equation (23). The non-negative

parameter ¬, on the other hand, is a tuning parameter

that allows greater ¯ exibility in shaping the dynamic

behaviour of the closed-loop system as desired. It was
shown in El-Farra and Christo® des (1999) that the static

state feedback controller of equation (20) is optimal

with respect to a meaningful cost of the form of equa-

tion (22) and that the minimum cost achieved in the

state feedback problem is V…e…0††.

Remark 3: Note that since l…e† ˆ sup³ 2Wq _V juˆ1
2
u¤ ¶

ke2 ¶ 0 where k is a positive constant (see the proof of
Theorem 1 in the appendix), the cost functional of

equation (22) includes penalty only on the tracking

error e ˆ v ¡ y and its time-derivatives up to order r

and not on the full state of the closed-loop system.

This is consistent with the requirement of output
tracking. In addition, J imposes penalty on the control

action. Finally, the term ¡
Pq

kˆ1 jL ·wkV j³bk in equation

(22) is a direct consequence of the worst-case uncer-

tainty formulation of the HJI equation (see equation (5)).

Remark 4: Regarding the properties of the cost func-

tional of equation (22) we observe that J is well-
de® ned according to the formulation of the optimal

control problem for non-linear systems (Sepulchre et

al. 1997) because of the following properties of l…e†
and R…x†. The function l…e† is continuous, positive de-

® nite, and bounded from below by a class K function

of the norm of e. The function R…x† is continuous,

strictly positive, and the term uR…x†u has a unique
global minimum at u ˆ 0 implying larger control

penalty for u farther away from zero. Moreover, owing

to the vanishing nature of the uncertain variables and

the exponential stability of the closed-loop system, J is

de® ned on the in® nite time-interval and is ® nite.

Remark 5: The near-optimality property established
in Theorem 1 for the output feedback controller of

equation (20) is de® ned in the sense that the cost in-

curred by implementing this controller to the system

of equation (2) tends to the optimal (minimal) cost

achieved by implementing the robust optimal state

feedback controller (i.e. u of equation (20) with x̂ ˆ x),

for all times, when the gain of the observer is su� -

ciently large. It is important therefore to realize that

near-optimality of the controller of equation (20) is a
consequence of two integral and equally-important fac-

tors. The ® rst factor is the optimality of the static

component of the controller (state feedback problem),

and the second factor is the high-gain nature of the

observer used which can be exploited to make the per-

formance of the output feedback controller arbitrarily
close to that of the robust optimal state feedback con-

troller. Instrumental in this regard is the use of the

saturation function (see Remark 1) which allows the

use of arbitrarily large values of the observer gain to

achieve the desired degree of near-optimality without
the detrimental eŒects of observer peaking. Combining

other types of observers which do not possess these

properties with the static component of equation (20),

therefore, will not lead to a near-optimal feedback de-

sign in the sense of Theorem 1.

Remark 6: A stronger near-optimality result than the

one established in Theorem 1 can be obtained in a suf-

® ciently small neighbourhood of the origin of the

system of equation (2), where the functions l…e† and

R…x† satisfy the Lipschitz property. Over such a neigh-
bourhood, it can be shown, using the local Lipschitz

properties, that the cost computed using the output

feedback controller of equation (20) is, in fact, O…°†
close to the optimal cost attained under the optimal

state feedback controller (i.e. J ˆ V…e…0††‡ O…°††.

Remark 7: Owing to the presence of the fast (high-

gain) observer in the dynamical system of equation

(20), the closed-loop system can be conveniently re-

garded as a two-time scale system and, therefore, rep-

resented in the following singularly perturbed form,
where ° ˆ 1=L is the singular perturbation parameter

° _e0 ˆ Ae0 ‡ °bO…x; x̂; ³; ¿; ·v†
_!1 ˆ C1…sat …~y†; !†

..

.

_!n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…sat …~y†; !†

_x ˆ f …x† ‡ g…x†A…x̂; ·v; ¿† ‡
Xq

kˆ1

wk…x†³k…t†

9
>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>;

…27†

where e0 is the vector of the auxiliary error variables

êi ˆ Lr¡i…y…i¡1† ¡ ~yi† (see part 1 of the proof of Theorem

1 for details of the notation used). It is clear from the
above representation that, within the singular perturba-

tion formulation, the observer states e0, which are

directly related to the estimates of the output and its

derivatives up to order r ¡ 1, constitute the fast states
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of the singularly perturbed system of equation (27),

while the ! states of the observer and the states of the

original system of equation (2) represent the slow states.

Owing to the dependence of the controller of equation

(20) on both the slow and fast states, the control action
computed by the static component in equation (20) is

not O…°† close to that computed by the state feedback

controller for all times. After the decay of the boundary

layer term e0, however, the static component in equation

(20) approximates the state feedback controller to

within O…°†.

Remark 8: Although the results of Theorem 1 were

developed for the class of systems described by equa-

tion (2), these results can be easily extended to the

more general two time-scale systems with the following

state-space description

_x ˆ f1…x; ³…t†† ‡ Q1…x; ³…t††z ‡ g1…x†u

·° _z ˆ f2…x; ³…t†† ‡ Q2…x; ³…t††z ‡ g2…x†u

y ˆ h…x†

9
>>>=

>>>;
…28†

where the parameter ° introduced in Theorem 1 can now

be re-de® ned as ° ˆ max f1=L; ·°g. In fact, the fast nature
of the observer used in equation (20), which allows treat-

ment of the closed-loop system within the singular per-

turbations framework, makes such an extension quite

natural without the need to impose any additional

restrictive assumptions. For some related results on
near-optimal control of singularly perturbed systems,

the reader is referred to Chow and Kokotovic (1978)

and Fridman (1996, 1998).

Remark 9: The a� ne appearance of the control input

u in the class of systems considered in equation (2) is
satis® ed by many practical physical and chemical

systems (see, for instance, the chemical reactor ex-

ample in } 5). Note, however, that the a� ne appear-

ance of the uncertain variables in equation (2) is used

only to simplify our development and is not needed
for the results of Theorem 1 to hold. The a� ne ap-

pearance of the variables ³k can be readily relaxed as

shown in equation (28) so long as these variables

satisfy the matching condition and an upper bound is

available that captures their size.

Remark 10: Although feedback linearization could be

used for stabilization of the system of equation (13)

with ³…t† ² 0, a feedback linearizing controller may

unnecessarily cancel bene® cial non-linearities and ex-

pend unreasonably large control eŒort (Krstic et al.

1995). Consequently, we use the normal form of equa-
tion (13) not for the design of the controller but only

for the construction of V . The choice of V ˆ eTPe is

made to simplify the explicit formula of the controller

in the context of a speci® c application. Of course, this

choice for V is not unique and many other positive de-

® nite functions whose time-derivative along the tra-

jectories of the closed-loop system can be rendered

negative de® nite via feedback could be used.

It is important to point out that the result of

Theorem 1 is novel even in the case where ³…t† ² 0.

The following corollary states the result for this case.

Corollary 1: Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1

are satis® ed for the non-linear system of equation …2†
with ³…t† ² 0, then the closed-loop system properties

(1), (2), and (3) given in Theorem 1 hold under the

output feedback controller of equation …20† with À ˆ 0

and » ˆ 0.

4.4. Near-optimality over the ® nite horizon

We now turn to address the second control problem

where the uncertain variable terms in equation (2) are

non-vanishing. Theorem 2 below provides an explicit

formula for the construction of the necessary robust

output feedback controller and states precise conditions

under which the proposed controller enforces the

desired properties in the closed-loop system.

Theorem 2: Consider the uncertain non-linear system

of equation …2† for which Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold,

under the robust output feedback controller

_~y ˆ

¡La1 1 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

¡L2a2 0 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

¡Lr¡1ar¡1 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1

¡Lrar 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

2

666666666664

3

777777777775

~y

‡

La1

L2a2

..

.

Lr¡1ar¡1

Lrar

2

666666666664

3

777777777775

y

_!1 ˆ C1…sat …~y†; !†

..

.

_!n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…sat …~y†; !†

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…29†
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u ˆ Ar…x̂; ·v; ¿†

:ˆ ¡ c0 ‡
Lb·f V ‡ ¬

�����������������������������������
…Lb·f V†2 ‡ …Lb·gV†4

q

…Lb·gV†2

0

BBBB@

‡ À

Xq

kˆ1

³bkjLwkLr¡1
f h…x̂†j

…LgLr¡1
f h…x̂††2 jLb·gV j

jLgL
r¡1
f

h…x̂†j
‡ ¿

Á !

1

CCCCA
Lb·gV

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…29†
where x̂ ˆ X ¡1…sat …~y†; !††, V ˆ eTPe, P is a positive

de® nite matrix that satis® es the Riccati inequality of

equation …17† and c0, ¬, À, and ¿ are adjustable par-
ameters that satisfy c0 > 0, ¬ ¶ 0, À > 2 and ¿ > 0.

Further, assume that the functions ·wk…±; ²† satisfying

·wk…±eq; ²eq† 6ˆ 0 and let ° ˆ 1=L. Then, for each set of

positive real numbers ¯x; ¯³; ¯·v; d, there exists ¿¤ > 0 and

for each ¿ 2 …0; ¿¤Š, there exists an °¤…¿† > 0, such that if

¿ 2 …0; ¿¤Š, ° 2 …0; °¤…¿†Š, sat …¢† ˆ min f1; ±max=j ¢ jg…¢†
with ±max being the maximum value of the vector

‰±1 ±2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ±rŠ for j±j µ  ±…¯± ; 0† ‡ d where  ± is a class

KL function and ¯± is the maximum value of the vector

‰h…x† Lf h…x† ¢ ¢ ¢ Lr¡1
f h…x†Š for jxj µ ¯x, jx…0†j µ ¯x,

k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, j~y…0†j µ ¯± , !…0† ˆ ²…0† ‡ O…°†, the

following holds:

(1) The trajectories of the closed-loop system are

bounded.

(2) The output of the closed-loop system satis® es a

relation of the form

lim sup
t ! 1

jy…t† ¡ v…t†j µ d …30†

(3) The output feedback controller of equation …29† is

near optimal in the sense that

J ˆ lim
t ! 1

V…e…t†† ‡
…Tf

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt ! V…e…0††

as ° ! 0 …31†
where

R…x† ˆ
1

2
c0 ‡

L·f V ‡
������������������������������������
…L·f V†2 ‡ …L·gV†4

q

…L·gV†2

0

BBBB@

‡À

Xq

kˆ1

³bkjLwkL
r¡1
f h…x†j

…LgLr¡1
f h…x††2 jL·gV j

jLgLr¡1
f h…x†j

‡ ¿

Á !

1

CCCCA

¡1

> 0 …32†

l…e† ˆ ¡L·f V ‡ 1
4L·gVR¡1…x†L·gV ¡

Xq

kˆ1

jL ·wkV j³bk ¶ 0

8t 2 ‰0; Tf Š …33†

Tf ˆ inf fT ¶ 0: e…t† 2 G 8t ¶ Tg …34†

G ˆ e 2 R r : j2bTPej <
¿

1
2 À ¡ 1

( )
…35†

Remark 11: Note that owing to the persistent nature
of the uncertainties in this case, asymptotic conver-

gence of the closed-loop system to the equilibrium

point of the nominal system (i.e. ³…t† ² 0) is no longer

possible. Therefore, the cost functional J cannot

achieve a ® nite value over the in® nite time-interval. In-

stead, J is de® ned over a ® nite time-interval ‰0; Tf Š
whose size is determined by the time required for the
tracking error trajectory to reach and enter the ball G
of equation (35) without ever leaving again. Depending

on the desired degree of uncertainty attenuation, the

size of this ball can be tuned by adjusting the parameters

¿ and À. An additional consequence of the non-vanish ing
uncertainties is the appearance of the terminal penalty

term limt !Tf
V…e…t†† in the cost functional of equation

(31) which accounts for the fact that the closed-loop tra-

jectories do not converge to the origin for t > Tf .

Remark 12: In contrast to the output feedback con-
troller of equation (20) proposed in Theorem 1, the

controller given in equation (29) in Theorem 2 is near-

optimal in the sense that the cost incurred by imple-

menting this controller to the system of equation (2)

can be made arbitrarily close to the optimal cost
achieved by the corresponding robust optimal state

feedback controller (i.e. u of equation (29) with x̂ ˆ x),

for times on the ® nite interval ‰0; Tf Š, by choosing the

gain of the observer to be su� ciently large. As a

consequence of the non-vanishing uncertainties, near-
optimality can be established on the ® nite time-interval

only and not for all times.

Remark 13: It is important to compare the controller

of equation (29) with the robust nonlinear output feed-

back controller proposed in Christo® des (2000) with
the static component

u ˆ
1

LgLr¡1
f h…x̂†

Xr

iˆ0

 i

 r

…v…i† ¡ Li
f h…x̂††

8
>>>><

>>>>:

¡À

Xq

kˆ1

³bkjLwkLr¡1
f h…x̂†j

…LgL
r¡1
f

h…x̂††
jLb·gV j

jLgLr¡1
f

h…x̂†j
‡ ¿

Á !

9
>>>>=

>>>>;

…36†
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which guarantees boundedness of the trajectories of the

closed-loop system and output tracking with arbitrary

degree of asymptotic attenuation of the eŒect of ³ on y.

The controller of equation (36) consists of the term

ul ˆ 1

LgL
r¡1
f

h…x̂†
Xr

iˆ0

 i

 r

…v…i† ¡ Li
f h…x̂††

( )
…37†

which is used to cancel the non-linearities of the system

of equation (13) with ³…t† ² 0 that can be cancelled by

feedback, and the term

ur ˆ ¡ À

Xq

kˆ1

³bkjLwkLr¡1
f h…x̂†j

…LgLr¡1
f

h…x̂††
jLb·gV j

jLgLr¡1
f

h…x̂†j
‡ ¿

Á ! Lb·gV

8
>>>><

>>>>:

9
>>>>=

>>>>;

…38†

which compensates for the eŒect of ³ on y. We note that

the static controller of equation (36) may generate un-

necessarily large control action to cancel bene® cial
non-linearities and, therefore, cannot be expected to

be optimal with respect to any reasonable criteria.

Consequently, combining the static state feedback of

equation (36) with the fast observer used in equation

(29) will not lead to an optimal output feedback design.

Remark 14: Referring to the practical applications of

the result of Theorem 2, one has to initially verify

whether Assumptions 1 and 2 hold for the process un-

der consideration and compute the bounds ³bk . Then,

equation (29) can be used to compute the explicit for-
mula for the controller. Finally, given the ultimate un-

certainty attenuation level desired d , the values of ¿¤

and the observer gain L should be computed (usually

through simulations) to achieve lim supt ! 1 jy…t†¡
v…t†j µ d and guarantee the near-optimal performance
of the controller of equation (29).

5. Application to a chemical reactor

To illustrate the theoretical results presented in this

paper, we consider a well-mixed continuous stirred tank

reactor where three parallel irreversible elementary

endothermic reactions of the form A !kD
D, A !kU

U and

A !kR
R take place, where A is the reactant species, D is

the desired product and U ; R are undesired byproducts.

The feed to the reactor consists of pure A at ¯ ow rate F ,

molar concentration CA0 and temperature TA0. Due to

the endothermic nature of the reactions, a heating jacket
is used to provide heat to the reactor. Under standard

modelling assumptions, a mathematical model of the

process can be derived from material and energy bal-

ances and takes the following form

V
dCA

dt
ˆ F…CA0 ¡ CA† ¡ kD0 e

¡ED=RT
CAV

¡ kU0 e
¡EU =RT

CAV ¡ kR0 e
¡ER=RT

CAV

V
dCD

dt
ˆ ¡FCD ‡ KD0 e

¡ED =RT
CAV

V
dT

dt
ˆ F…TA0 ¡ T† ‡

…¡¢HD†
»cp

kD0 e
¡ED=RT

CAV

‡ …¡¢HU†
»cp

kU0 e
¡EU =RT

CAV

‡
…¡¢HR†

»cp

kR0 e
¡ER=RT

CAV

‡
UA

»cp

…Tc ¡ T †

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…39†

where CA and CD denote the concentrations of the

species A and D, T denotes the temperature of the reac-

tor, Tc denotes the temperature of the heating jacket, V

denotes the volume of the reactor, ¢HD, ¢HU , ¢HR,

kD, kU , kR, ED, EU , ER, denote the enthalpies, pre-expo-

nential constants and activation energies of the three

reactions, respectively, cp and » denote the heat capacity

and density of the reactor, and U denotes the heat trans-

fer coe� cient between the reactor and the heating

jacket. The values of the process parameters and the

corresponding steady state values are given in Table 1.

It was veri® ed that these conditions correspond to a

stable equilibrium point of the system of equation (39).

The control problem is formulated as the one of

regulating the concentration of the desired product CD

by manipulating the temperature of the ¯ uid in the heat-
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V ˆ 1.00 m3

A ˆ 6.0 m
2

U ˆ 1000.0 kcal hr
¡1

m
¡2

K
¡1

R ˆ 1.987 kcal kmol
¡1

K
¡1

CA0s ˆ 3.75 kmolm
¡3

TA0s ˆ 310.0 K
Tcs ˆ 320.0 K
¢HD0 ˆ 5:4 £ 10

3
kcal kmol

¡1

¢HU0 ˆ 5:1 £ 10
3

kcal kmol
¡1

¢HR0 ˆ 5:0 £ 10
4

kcal kmol
¡1

kD0 ˆ 3:36 £ 10
6

hr
¡1

kU0 ˆ 7:21 £ 10
6

hr
¡1

kR0 ˆ 1:25 £ 10
7

hr
¡1

ED ˆ 8:0 £ 10
3

kcal kmol
¡1

EU = 9:0 £ 10
3

kcal kmol
¡1

ER ˆ 9:5 £ 10
3

kcal kmol
¡1

cp ˆ 0.231 kcal kg
¡1

K
¡1

» ˆ 900.0 kg m¡1

F ˆ 3.0 m
3

hr
¡1

CAS ˆ 0.913 kmolm¡3

CDS ˆ 1.66 kmolm
¡3

Ts ˆ 302.0 K

Table 1. Process parameters and
steady-state values.



ing jacket Tc. Within the posed control problem we dis-

tinguish and address the following two scenarios. In the

® rst scenario, the control objective is achieved in the

absence of any model uncertainty or exogenous disturb-

ances in the process. By contrast, in the second scenario

the control objective is accomplished in the presence of

uncertainties. In the latter scenario, the enthalpies of the

three reactions ¢HD, ¢HU , ¢HR and the feed tempera-

ture TA0 are assumed to be the main uncertain variables

present. De® ning x1 ˆ CA ¡ CAs, x2 ˆ CD ¡ CDs,

x3 ˆ T ¡ Ts, u ˆ Tc ¡ Tcs, ³1 ˆ ¢HD ¡ ¢HD0, ³2 ˆ
¢HU ¡ ¢HU0, ³3 ˆ ¢HR ¡ ¢HR0, ³4 ˆ TA0 ¡ TA0s,

y ˆ CD ¡ CDs
, where the subscript s denotes the steady

state values and ¢HD0
; ¢HU0; ¢HR0 are the nominal

values for the enthalpies, the process model of equation

(39) can be written in the form of equation (2) with (see

bottom of page)

g…x† ˆ

0

0

UA=»cpV

2

6664

3

7775;

w1…x† ˆ

0

0

kD0 e¡ED=R…x3‡Ts†…x1 ‡ CAs†

2

6664

3

7775;

w2…x† ˆ

0

0

kU0 e¡EU =R…x3‡Ts†…x1 ‡ CAs†

2

6664

3

7775

w3…x† ˆ

0

0

kR0 e
¡ER=R…x3‡Ts†…x1 ‡ CAs†

2

664

3

775;

w4…x† ˆ

0

0

F=V

2

664

3

775; h…x† ˆ ‰x2 Š

Using the following coordinate transformation

±1

±2

²1

2

664

3

775 ˆ T …x† ˆ

h…x†

Lf h…x†

t…x†

2

664

3

775

ˆ

x2

¡F

V
…CDs ‡ x2† ‡ kD0 e

¡ED=R…x3‡Ts† …x1 ‡ CAs†

x1

2

664

3

775 …40†

and the notation ·f …e; ²; ·v† ˆ ‰e2 L2
f h…x† ¡ v…2†ŠT,

·g…e; ²; ·v† ˆ ‰0 LgLf h…x†ŠT, ·wk…e; ²; ·v† ˆ ‰0 LwkLf h…x†ŠT,

k ˆ 1; 2; 3; 4, the process model can be cast in the form

_e ˆ ·f …e; ²; ·v† ‡ g…e; ²; ·v†u ‡
X4

kˆ1

·wk…e; ²; ·v†³k

_² ˆ C…e; ²; ·v†

y ˆ e1 ‡ v

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

…41†

We now proceed with the design of the controller and

begin with the ® rst scenario where no uncertainties are

present in the process model (i.e. ³k ² 0). Owing to the
absence of uncertainty in this case, we use the result of

Corollary 1 to design the controller. It can be easily

veri® ed that the system of equation (41) satis® es the

assumptions of Corollary 1 and therefore the necessary

output feedback controller (whose practical implemen-

tation requires measurements of CD only) takes the form

_~y1 ˆ ~y2 ‡ La1…y ¡ ~y1†

_~y2 ˆ L2a2…y ¡ ~y1†

_!1 ˆ F

V
…CA0 ¡ CAs ¡ x̂1†

¡ kD0 e¡ED=R…x̂3‡Ts†…x̂1 ‡ CAs†

¡ kU0 e¡EU =R…x̂3‡Ts†…x̂1 ‡ CAs†

¡ kR0 e¡ER=R…x̂3‡Ts†…x̂1 ‡ CAs†

u ˆ ¡ c0 ‡
Lb·f V ‡ ¬

�����������������������������������
…Lb·f V†2 ‡ …Lb·gV†4

q

…Lb·gV†2

0

@

1

ALb·gV

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…42†

where
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f …x† ˆ

F

V
…CA0 ¡ CAs ¡ x1† ¡ kD0 e

¡ED=R…x3‡Ts†…x1 ‡ CAs† ¡ kU0 e
¡EU =R…x3‡Ts†…x1 ‡ CAs† ¡ kR0 e

¡ER=R…x3‡Ts †…x1 ‡ CAs†

¡F

V
…CDs ‡ x2† ¡ kD0 e

¡ED=R…x3‡Ts †…x1 ‡ CAs†

F

V
…TA0s ¡ Ts ¡ x3† ‡

…¡¢HD0†
»cp

kD0 e
¡ED=R…x3‡Ts †…x1 ‡ CAs† ‡

…¡¢HU0†
»cp

‡ kU0 e
¡ED =R…x3‡Ts†…x1 ‡ CAs†

‡…¡¢HR0†
»cp

‡ kR0 e¡ED=R…x3‡Ts†…x1 ‡ CAs† ‡ UA

»cpV
…Tcs ¡ Ts ¡ x3†

2

666666666664

3

777777777775



V ˆ eTPe; P ˆ
1 c

c 1

" #

; c 2 …0; 1†

Lb·f V ˆ 2……x̂2 ¡ v† ‡ c…Lf h…x̂† ¡ v…1†††…Lf h…x̂† ¡ v…1††

‡ 2…c…x̂2 ¡ v† ‡ …Lf h…x̂† ¡ v…1†††…L2
f h…x̂† ¡ v…2††

Lb·gV ˆ 2…c…x̂2 ¡ v† ‡ …Lf h…x̂† ¡ v…1†††LgLf h…x̂†

9
>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>;

…43†

For the sake of comparison, we consider also the non-

linear output feedback controller synthesized based on

the concepts of feedback linearization and proposed in

Christo® des (2000) with the static component

u ˆ ¡ 1

LgLf h…x̂†
 0

 2

…x̂2 ¡ v† ‡  1

 2

…Lf h…x̂† ¡ v…1††
»

‡ …L2
f h…x̂† ¡ v…2††

¼
…44†

Before we present the simulation results for the ® rst

scenario, we ® rst establish the fact that the static state

feedback component of the controller of equation (42)

does not expend unnecessary control eŒort in compar-
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Figure 1. Control actions computed by the static component of the controller of equation (42) (solid lines) and the controller of
equation (44) (dashed lines) for CA ¡ CAS ˆ ¡0:4 (top left), ¡0:2 (top right), 0.2 (bottom left), 0.4 (bottom right).



ison with the static controller of equation (44). To this

end, we compared the control actions generated by the

two controllers for a broad range of T and CD. The

results are shown in ® gure 1 for several values of CA.

Clearly, the controller of equation (42) utilizes smaller

control action than that of equation (44).

Two sets of simulation runs were performed to eval-

uate the performance and near-optimality properties of

the dynamic output feedback controller of equation

(42). The following values were used for the controller

and observer parameters: c0 ˆ 0:1, ¬ ˆ 1:0, c ˆ 0:99,

L ˆ 3000, a1 ˆ 10, a2 ˆ 20, am ˆ 1:0.

In the ® rst set of simulation runs, we evaluated the

capability of the controller to steer the process to the

steady state given in Table 1, starting from arbitrary

initial conditions. Figure 2 shows the controlled output

pro® le and the corresponding manipulated input pro® le.

Clearly, the controller successfully steers the process
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Figure 2. Closed-loop output and manipulated input pro® les
for stabilization under the output feedback controller
of equation (42) (dashed lines) and the optimal state
feedback controller (solid lines)Ð no uncertainty
present.

Figure 3. Closed-loop output and manipulated input pro® les
for reference input tracking under the output feedback
controller of equation (42) (dashed lines) and the
optimal state feedback controller (solid lines)Ð no
uncertainty present.



to the desired steady state. Also shown in the ® gure is a

comparison between the output feedback controller of

equation (42) and the corresponding state feedback con-

troller (i.e. the static component of equation (42) with

x̂ ˆ x) synthesized under the assumption that all process

states are available for measurement. It was shown in

El-Farra and Christo® des (1999) that this particular

state feedback controller is optimal with respect to a

cost of the form of equation (22) with x̂ ˆ x. From

® gure 2, one can immediately observe that the controlled

output and manipulated input pro® les obtained under

the output feedback controller are very close to the

pro® les obtained under the state feedback controller.

This comparison then makes clear the fact that the

controller of equation (42) is near-optimal in the sense

that its performance approaches the optimal perform-

ance of the state feedback controller when the observer

gain is su� ciently high. To further illustrate the

near-optimality result, we compared the costs associated

with both the state feedback and output feedback con-

trollers. The costs were computed and found to be 0.250

and 0.257, respectively, further con® rming the near-

optimality of the controller of equation (42) in the

sense that the cost incurred by using the output feedback

controller is close to the optimal (minimal) cost pro-

duced by the optimal state feedback controller.

In the second set of simulation runs, we tested the

output tracking capabilities of the output feedback con-

troller of equation (42). The process was initially

assumed to be at the steady state given in table 1 and

then a 0.5 mol/L decrease in the value of the reference

input was imposed (v ˆ ¡0:5). Figure 3 shows the pro-

® les of the controlled output of the process and of the

corresponding manipulated input. One can immediately

observe that the controller successfully drives the output

to the desired new reference input value. The ® gure also

shows the closeness of the controlled output and

manipulated input pro® les obtained under the output

feedback and state feedback controllers. It is clear that

the tracking capabilities of the output feedback control-

ler approach those of the optimal state feedback con-

troller and therefore the controller of equation (42) is

near-optimal.

We now consider the second scenario where we

account for the presence of uncertainties in the process.

The following time-varying uncertainties were consid-

ered in all of the simulation runs:

³1…t† ˆ 0:4…¡¢HD0†‰1 ‡ sin …2t†Š

³2…t† ˆ 0:4…¡¢HU0†‰1 ‡ sin …2t†Š

³3…t† ˆ 0:4…¡¢HR0†‰1 ‡ sin …2t†Š

³4…t† ˆ 0:07TA0s‰1 ‡ sin…2t†Š

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

…45†

The upper bounds on the uncertain variables were taken

to be ³b1 ˆ 0:8j…¡¢HD0†j, ³b2 ˆ 0:8j…¡¢HU0†j, ³b3 ˆ
0:8j…¡¢HR0†j, ³b4 ˆ 0:14TA0s. Moreover, the following

values were used for the tuning parameters of the

controller and observer: c0 ˆ 0:1, ¬ ˆ 1:0, c ˆ 0:99,

¿ ˆ 0:005, À ˆ 2:1, L ˆ 30 000, a1 ˆ 10, a2 ˆ 20,

am ˆ 1:0 to guarantee that the output of the closed-

loop system satis® es a relation of the form

lim sup
t ! 1

jy ¡ vj µ 0:005 …46†

To design the necessary controller in this case, we note

that since the ·wk functions de® ned in equation (41) do

not vanish at the origin, the uncertainties considered

here are non-vanishing. Therefore, we use the result of

Theorem 2 to construct the necessary robust output
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Figure 4. Closed-loop output and manipulated input pro® les
for stabilization under the robust output feedback
controller of equation (47) (dashed lines), the robust
optimal state feedback controller (solid lines) and
open-loop pro® le (dotted line).



feedback controller which takes the form

_~y1 ˆ ~y2 ‡ La1…y ¡ ~y1†

_~y2 ˆ L2a2…y ¡ ~y1†

_!1 ˆ F

V
…CA0 ¡ CAs ¡ x̂1†

¡ kD0 e¡ED=R…x̂3‡Ts†…x̂1 ‡ CAs†

¡ kU0 e¡EU =R…x̂3‡Ts†…x̂1 ‡ CAs†

¡ kR0 e¡ER=R…x̂3‡Ts†…x̂1 ‡ CAs†

u ˆ ¡ c0 ‡
Lb·f V ‡ ¬

�����������������������������������
…Lb·f V†2 ‡ …Lb·gV†4

q

…Lb·gV†2

0

BBBB@

‡ À

Xq

kˆ1

³bk jLwkLf h…x̂†j

…LgLf h…x̂††2 jLb·gV j
jLgLf h…x†j ‡ ¿

Á !

1

CCCCA
Lb·gV

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…47†

where V ; Lb·f V ; Lb·gV were de® ned in equation (43).
Several sets of simulation studies were performed to

assess the performance, robustness, and near-optimality

properties of the dynamic robust output feedback con-

troller of equation (47). In the ® rst set of simulations, we
tested the ability of the controller to drive the output of

the process close to the desired steady state starting from

arbitrary initial conditions despite the presence of uncer-
tainties. Figure 4 shows the controlled output pro® le

and the manipulated input pro® le. One can immediately

see that the eŒect of the uncertainty has been signi® -

cantly reduced (compare with the output of the open-

loop system) and the output of the process remains very

close to the desired steady state satisfying the require-

ment of equation (46). Included in the ® gure also are the

controlled output and manipulated input pro® les for the

process under the optimal state feedback controller (i.e.

the static component of equation (47) with x̂ ˆ x) which

was shown in Theorem 2 in El-Farra and Christo® des

(1999) to be optimal with respect to the cost functional

of equation (31) with x̂ ˆ x. It is clear from the ® gure

that the pro® les obtained under the output feedback

controller follow closely those obtained under the opti-

mal state feedback controller and, therefore, the robust

output feedback controller of equation (47) is near-

optimal.

In the second set of simulations, we investigated the

signi® cance of the term responsible for uncertainty com

pensation in the controller of equation (47). To this end,

we implemented the controller of equation (47) on the

process without the uncertainty compensation com-

ponent. The closed-loop output and manipulated input
pro® les for this simulation run are given in Figure 5. It is

clear that the eŒect of the uncertain variables is appreci-

able, leading to poor transient performance and oŒset

and that uncertainty compensation is required to

achieve the control objective.
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Figure 5. Closed-loop output and manipulated input pro® les
for stabilization under the output feedback controller
of equation (47) with no uncertainty compensation.



In the last set of simulations performed, we tested

the output tracking capabilities of the controller of

equation (47) for a 0.5 mol/L decrease in the value of

the reference input. The resulting closed-loop output
and manipulated input pro® les, shown in ® gure 6,

clearly establish the capability of the output feedback

controller of equation (47) to enforce the requirement

of equation (46) despite the presence of uncertainties.

Furthermore, Figure 6 establishes the near-optimality
of the output feedback controller within the context of

robust output tracking. This is evident from the close-

ness of the performance of the robust output feedback

controller of equation (47) to that of the corresponding

robust optimal state feedback controller.

6. Conclusions

This article focused on robust near-optimal output

feedback control of input/output linearizable non-linear

systems with time-varying bounded uncertainties which

possess ISS inverse dynamics. In the presence of vanish-

ing uncertainties and using combination of a high gain

observer and a robust optimal state feedback con-

troller, a dynamic robust output feedback controller

was synthesized that ensures exponential stability,

robust asymptotic output tracking with uncertainty at-

tenuation, and near-optimal performance over the in-

® nite time-interval for arbitrarily large initial conditions

and uncertainty, provided that the observer gain is

su� ciently large. For systems with persistent uncer-

tainties, the same controllers were shown to guarantee

boundedness of the states, robust output tracking with

uncertainty attenuation, and near-optimality over a

® nite-time interval. The developed controllers were

successfully tested on a non-isothermal stirred tank

reactor with uncertainty.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1: The proof of the theorem con-

sists of three parts. In the ® rst, part, we use a singular

perturbation formulation to represent the closed-

loop system of equation (2) and show that the resulting

fast subsystem is globally exponentially stable. In the

second part, we focus on the closed-loop reduced

system and derive ISS bounds for its states. Then,

using a technical lemma proved in Christo® des (2000),

we establish that these ISS bounds continue to hold up

to an arbitrarily small oŒset, for arbitrarily large initial

conditions and uncertainty. The resulting ISS inequal-

ities are then analysed to establish semi-global bounded-

ness and local exponential stability of the full closed-

loop system, which is then used to establish equation

(21), provided that ¿ and ° are su� ciently small.

Finally, in the third part, we establish the near-

optimality of the controller of equation (20) in these

sense of equation (22).

Part 1: De® ning the auxiliary error variables

êi ˆ Lr¡i…y…i¡1† ¡ ~yi†, i ˆ 1; . . . ; r, the vector eo ˆ
‰ê1 ê2 êrŠT, the parameter ° ˆ 1=L, the matrix ~A and

the vector ~b
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Figure 6. Closed-loop output and manipulated input pro® les
for reference input tracking under the robust output
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the robust optimal state feedback controller (solid
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~A ˆ

¡a1 1 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

¡a2 0 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

¡ar¡1 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1

¡ar 0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

2

666666666664

3

777777777775

; ~b ˆ

0

0

..

.

0

1

2

66666666664

3

77777777775

…48†

the system of equation (2) under the controller of equa-

tion (20) takes the form

° _eo ˆ ~Aeo ‡ ° ~bO…x; x̂; ³; ¿; ·v†

_w1 ˆ C1…sat …~y†; !†

..

.

_!n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…sat …~y†; !†

_x ˆ f …x† ‡ g…x†A…x̂; ·v; ¿† ‡
Xq

kˆ1

wk…x†³k…t†

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…49†

where x̂ ˆ X ¡1…sat …yd ¡ ¢…°†eo†; !† and yd ˆ
‰y…0† y…1† ¢ ¢ ¢ y…r¡1†ŠT, ¢…°† is a diagonal matrix whose

ith diagonal element is °r¡i, and O…x; x̂; ³; ¿; ·v† is a

Lipschitz function of its argument. Owing to the

presence of the small parameter ° that multiplies the

time-derivative _eo, the system of equation (49) is a

two-time-scale one. De® ning the fast time-scale ½ ˆ t=°
and setting ° ˆ 0, the closed-loop fast subsystem takes

the form

deo

d½
ˆ ~Aeo …50†

Since the constant matrix A is Hurwitz, the origin of

the system of equation (50) is globally exponentially

stable.

Part 2: In this part of the proof, we initially derive

ISS bounds, when ° ˆ 0, for the states of the system of

equation (49), in appropriately transformed coordi-

nates, and then use the result of the Lemma given in

Christo® des (2000) to show that these bounds hold up

to an arbitrarily small oŒset, for intial conditions

and uncertainty in an arbitrarily large compact set,

provided that ° is su� ciently small. De® ning the

variables x ˆ X ¡1…±; ²† and using the notation de® ned

in equation (14), the closed-loop system can be written

as

° _eo ˆ ~Aeo ‡ °~bO…e; ²; x̂; ³; ¿; ·v†
_!1 ˆ C1…sat …~y†; !†

..

.

_!n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…sat …~y†; !†
_e1 ˆ e2

..

.

_er¡1 ˆ er

_er ˆ Lr
f h…X ¡1…e; ·v; ²†† ¡ v…r†

‡ LgLr¡1
f h…X ¡1…e; ·v; ²††A…x̂; ·v; ¿†

‡
Xq

kˆ1

LwkLr¡1
f …X ¡1…e; ·v; ²††³k

_²1 ˆ C1…e; ·v; ²†

..

.

_²n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…e; ·v; ²†
y ˆ e1 ‡ v

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…51†

where ·Ci, i ˆ 1; . . . ; n are Lipschitz functions of their

arguments.

Step 1: Consider the system of equation (51) with

° ˆ 0. In order to analyse the dynamic behaviour of

the resulting closed-loop slow (reduced) system, we

initially need to show that for the system of equation

(51), ²…0† ˆ !…0† ‡ O…°† implies ²…t† ˆ !…t† ‡ O…°†,
8t ¶ 0. To this end, consider the following singularly

perturbed system

° _eo ˆ ~Aeo ‡ ° ~bO…e; ²; x̂; ³; ¿; ·v†

_!1 ˆ C1…sat …~y†; !†

..

.

_!n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…sat …~y†; !†

_²1 ˆ C1…e; ·v; ²†

..

.

_²n¡r ˆ Cn¡r…e; ·v; ²†

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

…52†

It is straightforward to verify that the above system

satis® es the assumptions of Theorem 1 reported in

Khalil and Esfandiari (1993) . Applying this theorem,

we have that there exists a positive real number °0,
such that for any positive real number ¯! satisfying

¯! ¶ max
jxjµ¯

Xn¡r

¸ˆ1

jÀ¸…x†j
( )

…53†
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where À¸…x†, ¸ ˆ 1; . . . ; n ¡ r are the functions de® ned

in Assumption 1, the states (²; !) of this system, starting

from any initial conditions that satisfy ²…0† ˆ
!…0† ‡ O…°† (with max f²…0†; !…0†g µ ¯!†, if ° 2 …0; °0Š,
satisfy ²…t† ˆ !…t† ‡ O…°†, 8t ¶ 0.

Since ²…t† ˆ !…t† 8t ¶ 0, when ° ˆ 0, the closed-loop

slow system of equation (51) reduces to the one studied

in El-Farra and Christo® des (1999) . Using V ˆ eT Pe as

a Lyapunov function candidate, where P is a positive

de® nite symmetric matrix de® ned in Theorem 1, it is

straightforward to show that there exist positive real
numbers ¿¤ and ke such that if ¿ 2 …0; ¿¤Š, _V satis® es

the following properties

_V µ ¡kejej2 8t ¶ 0; _V < 0 8e 6ˆ 0 …54†

and, therefore, there exist positive real numbers k1 and

a1 such that the following inequality holds for the

reduced (slow) e subsystem

je…t†j µ k1je…0†j e¡a1 t 8t ¶ 0 …55†

where a1 > 0 and k1 ¶ 1. From Assumption 2, we have

that the ² states of the closed-loop slow system satisfy

the following ISS inequality

j²…t†j µ K²j²…0†j e¡at
² ‡ ®…kek† 8t ¶ 0 …56†

where a > 0, K² ¶ 1 and ®² is a class K function. From

the above two inequalities, we have that the origin of the
closed-loop reduced e subsystem is globally exponen-

tially stable and that the closed-loop reduced ² subsys-

tem, with e as input, is ISS. Realizing that the closed-

loop slow system is an interconnection of the e and ²
subsystems, we show now that the origin of the closed-

loop slow system is globally asymptotically stable and
locally exponentially stable. From equations (55) and

(56), we have that the solutions of the closed-loop

slow system satisfy

j²…t†j µ K²j²…s†j e¡a…t¡s† ‡ ®² sup
sµ½µt

je…½†j
± ²

…57†

je…t†j µ k1je…s†j e¡a1…t¡s† …58†

globally, where t ¶ s ¶ 0. Applying equation (57) with

s ˆ t=2, we obtain

j²…t†j µ K² ²
t

2

± ²
e¡a…t=2† ‡ ®² sup

t=2µ½µt

je…½†j
³ ´

…59†

To estimate ²…t=2†, we apply equation (57) with s ˆ 0

and t replaced by t=2 to obtain

²
t

2

± ²
µ K²j²…0†je¡a…t=2† ‡ ®² sup

0µ½µt=2

je…½†j
³ ´

…60†

From equation (58), we have

sup
0µ½µt=2

je…½†j µ k1je…0†j …61†

sup
t=2µ½µt

je…½†j µ k1je…0†je¡a1…t=2† …62†

Substituting equations (60± 62) into equation (59) and

using the inequalities j²…0†j µ º…0†j, je…0†j µ jº…0†j and

jº…t†j µ j²…t†j ‡ je…t†j, where º…0† ˆ ‰e…0† ²…0†ŠT, we

obtain

jº…t†j µ  …jº…0†j; t† …63†

where

 …jº…0†j; t† ˆ ‰K²jº…0†je¡a…t=2† ‡ ®²…k1jº…0†j†Š e¡a…t=2†

‡ ®²…k1jº…0†j e¡a1…t=2†† ‡ k1jº…0†j e¡a1 t …64†

It can be easily veri® ed that  is a class KL function.

Hence the origin of the closed-loop slow (reduced)

system is globally asymptotically stable (i.e. º…t† ! 0
as t ! 1). To prove local exponential stability, we pro-

ceed as follows. From equation (64) and the properties

of the function ®², there exist a ® nite time t1 > 0 and

positive real numbers k2 and r such that

jº…t†j µ r

®²…k1jº…0†je¡a1…t=2†† µ k1jº…0†j e¡a1…t=2†

)
…65†

8t ¶ t1. The time t1 represents the smallest time required
for the trajectory of the closed-loop slow system º…t† to

enter a small ball of radius r centred around the origin

where the function ®² satis® es the linear growth bound

given in equation (65). Substituting equation (65)

directly into equation (64), we conclude that there
exist positive real numbers a2 and k3 ¶ 1 such that

jº…t†j µ k3jº…0†j e¡a2t 8 jº…t†j µ r …66†

or, equivalently, 8t ¶ t1. Hence, the origin of the closed-
loop slow system is locally exponentially stable (note

that the same result can be obained from the lineariza-

tion of the closed-loop slow system around the origin).

Finally, we note that since the static component of the

controller of equation (20) with x̂ ˆ x, i.e. A…x; v; ¿†,
enforces global asymptotic stability in the closed-loop
slow system, the state ± of the closed-loop slow system

satis® es a bound of the following form 8t ¶ 0

j±…t†j µ  ±…¯± ; t† …67†

where  ± is a class KL function and ¯± is the maximum

value of the vector ‰h…x† Lf h…x† ¢ ¢ ¢ Lr¡1
f h…x†Š for

jxj µ ¯x.

Based on the above bound and following the results
of Khalil and Esfandiari (1993) and Teel and Praly

(1995), we disregard estimates of ~y, obtained from the

high-gain observer, with norm j~yj >  ±…¯± ; 0†. Hence,

we set sat …¢† ˆ min f1; ±max=j ¢ jg…¢† where ±max is the
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maximum value of the vector ‰±1 ±2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ±rŠ for

j±j µ  ±…¯± ; 0†.

Step 2: In order to apply the result of Lemma 1 in

Christo® des (2000), we need to de® ne a set of positive

real numbers f ·̄
e; ·̄

²; ¯³; ¯·v; ¯²; ¯e; d ; de; d²g where ¯³ and

¯·v were speci® ed in the statement of the theorem, d, de

and d² are arbitrary positive real numbers

·̄
e ¶ max

jxjµ¯·x;j·vjµ¯·v

Xr

kˆ1

…v…k¡1† ¡ Lk¡1
~f

h…x††





( )

·̄
² ¶ max

jxjµ¯·x;j·vjµ¯·v

Xn¡r

¸ˆ1

jÀ¸…x†j
( )

¯e > ·̄
e; ¯² > D² ‡ ¯²…¯e†; D² :ˆ  ²… ·̄

²; 0† ˆ K²
·̄
²

9
>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>;

…68†

First, consider the singularly perturbed system com-

prised of the states (±; eo) of the closed-loop system of
equation (51). This system is in standard form, possesses

a globally exponentially stable fast subsystem, and its

corresponding reduced system is globally asymptotically

stable. These properties allow a direct application of the

result of Lemma 1 given in Christo® des (2000) with

¯ ˆ maxf¯± ; ¯e·o
; ¯³; ¯·v; ¯²g to obtain the existence of a

positive real number °± such that if ° 2 …0; °± Š, and

j±…0†j µ ¯± , jeo…0†j µ ¯eo
, k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, k²k µ ¯²,

then

j±…t†j µ  ±…¯± ; t† ‡ d

jeo…t†j µ k4jeo…0†j e¡a3…t=°† ‡ d

)
…69†

where k4 ¶ 1 and a3 > 0.

Consider now the singularly perturbed system com-
prised of the states (e; eo) of the system of equation (51).

This system is in standard form, possesses a globally

exponentially stable fast subsystem, and its correspond-

ing reduced system is globally asymptotically stable.

These properties allow a direct application of the results

of Lemma 1 in Christo® des (2000) with ¯ ˆ
max f ·̄

e; ¯eo
; ¯³; ¯·v; ¯²g to obtain the existence of a posi-

tive real number °e such that if ° 2 …0; °eŠ and je…0†j µ ·̄
e,

jeo…0†j µ ¯eo
, k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, k²k µ ¯², then

je…t†j µ k1je…0†j e¡a1 t ‡ de …70†

Similarly, it can be shown that Lemma 1, with

¯ ˆ max f ·̄
²; ¯e·o

; ¯³; ¯·v; ¯eg, can be applied to the system

comprised of the states (²; eo) of the system of equation

(51). Thus, we have that there exist positive real num-

bers °² such that if ° 2 …0; °²Š and j²…0†j µ ·̄
²,

jeo…0†j µ ¯eo
, k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, kek µ ¯e, then

j²…t†j µ K²j²…0†j e¡at
² ‡ ®²…kek† ‡ d² …71†

Finally, the inequalities of equations (55), (56), (70) and

(71) can be manipulated using a small-gain theorem type

argument similar to the one used in the proof of

Theorem 1 in Christo® des et al. (1996) to show that

given the set of positive real numbers f ·̄
e; ·̄

²; ¯eo
; ¯³; ¯·v;

d ; de; d²g and with ¿ 2 …0; ¿¤Š, there exists °¤ 2
…0; min f°± ; °e; °²gŠ such that if ° < …0; °¤Š, and
je…0†j µ ·̄

e, j²…0†j µ ·̄
², jeo…0†j µ ¯eo

, k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v,

then the states of the closed-loop system are bounded.

For brevity, this argument will not be repeated here.

Step 3: So far in the proof, we have established that

the states of the closed-loop system of equation (51)
are semi-globally bounded. In this section we show

that the origin of the closed-loop system is, in fact, ex-

ponentially stable. Referring to the inequalities of

equations (69)± (71), we note that the arbitrary positive

real numbers d , de and d² can be chosen small enough

such that, after a su� ciently large time, say ~t, the tra-

jectories of the closed-loop system lie within a small
neighbourhood of the origin. The time ~t represents the

smallest time required for the closed-loop trajectories

to enter this neighbourhood without ever leaving

again. Obviously, ~t depends on both ¯ and the size of
the neighbourhood around the origin, but is indepen-

dent of °. Therefore, given the set of positive real num-

bers f¯; r1; r2; »0g, one can pick d , de and d² such that

the following inequalities hold

je…t†j µ k1je…0†j e¡a1~t ‡ de µ r1

j²…t†j µ K²j²…0†j e¡a~t ‡ ®²…kek† ‡ d² µ r2

jeo…t†j µ k4jeoj e¡a3…~t=°† ‡ d µ »0

9
>>>=

>>>;
…72†

and we ® nally have

j‰e…t† ²…t† !…t†ŠTj µ r

jeo…t†j µ »0

)
…73†

8t ¶ ~t, where r and »0 are the radii of two small balls

centred around the origins of the slow and fast subsys-

tems of the closed-loop system of equation (51), respect-

ively. We require that the size of the neighbourhood

around the origin of the closed-loop system (i.e. r and

»0) be su� ciently small such that, within this neighbour-
hood, the right-hand side of equation (51) satis® es the

local Lipschitz properties stated in the proof of Theorem

9.3 reported in Khalil (1996). Then, a direct application

of the results of this theorem yields that there exists ·°
such that if ° 2 …0; ·°Š, then:

jz…t†j µ ¬1jz…0†j e¡ 1t …74†

for some ¬1 ¶ 1 and  1 > 0 where z…t† ˆ
‰e…t† ²…t† !…t† eo…t†ŠT and ° 2 …0; min f·°; °± ; °e; °²gŠ.
Consequently, the origin of the closed-loop system of

equation (51) is locally exponentially stable. The asymp-

totic output tracking result can now be obtained by

simply noting that from equation (74) we have
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lim sup
t ! 1

je…t†j ˆ 0 …75†

and therefore

lim sup
t ! 1

je1…t†j ˆ lim sup
t ! 1

jy…t† ¡ v…t†j ˆ 0 …76†

Part 3: In this part of the proof, we show that the

controller of equation (20) yields near-optimal output

feedback design for the class of systems considered in

equation (2) and produces a ® nite cost which tends to

the optimal cost for the state feedback problem as

° ! 0. To these end, we adopt the following three-step

procedure. In the ® rst step, we establish the closeness
of solutions of the reduced and full closed-loop

systems on the in® nite time-interval. In step 2, we

show that, for the reduced (slow) system, the control-

ler of equation (20) with ° ˆ 0 is optimal with respect

to a cost functional Jr of the form of equation (22)
with x̂ ˆ x. Finally, in Step 3, we exploit the closeness

of solutions result to show that the cost associated

with the full closed-loop system approaches the opti-

mal cost for the reduced system under state feedback
when the observer gain is su� ciently large, and, hence,

the controller of equation (20) is near-optimal.

Step 1: In this step, we show that starting from an

arbitrarily large compact set of initial conditions and

for arbitrarily large uncertainties, the following esti-
mates hold

z…t; °† ¡ ·z…t† ˆ O…°† 8t ¶ 0

eo…t; °† ˆ O…°† 8t ¶ tb

)
…77†

for some tb > 0 where ·z…t† ˆ ‰·e…t† ·²…t† !…t†ŠT is the sol-

ution of the reduced (slow) problem obtained by setting

° ˆ 0 in equation (51). The strategy we shall adopt to

prove the above estimates involves, ® rst, the application

of Tikhonov’s theorem to establish the closeness of sol-

utions on a ® nite time-interval whose size can be made

arbitrarily large by selecting ° su� ciently small. Then,

once the trajectories of the closed-loop system become
con® ned within an appropriately small ball around the

origin, we apply the result of Theorem 9.4 reported in

Khalil (1996) to obtain the estimates of equation (77).

Referring to the system of equation (51), it is

straightforward to show that this system satis® es the
conditions of Theorem 9.1 given in Khalil (1996).

Applying the result of this theorem to the system of

equation (51), we conclude that there exists a ® nite

time t1 > 0 and positive constants K , L and ··° such

that if ° 2 …0;··°Š and je…0†j µ ·̄
e, j²…0†j µ ·̄

²,
jeo…0†j µ ¯eo

, k³k µ ¯³, k~vk µ ¯·v, then

jz…t; °† ¡ ·z…t†j µ °K ‰1 ‡ t1Š exp …Lt1† …78†

and the estimate

z…t; °† ¡ ·z…t† ˆ O…°† …79†

holds uniformly for t 2 ‰0; t1Š. Furthermore, given any

tb > 0, there is °b µ ··° such that the estimate

eo…t; °† ˆ O…°† …80†

holds uniformly for t 2 ‰tb; t1Š whenever ° < ··°. In order

for the above estimates to hold on the in® nite time-
interval, we require that t1 ¶ ~t where ~t was de® ned in

Step 2 of Part 2 of the proof. From equation (78), it is

clear that t1 can be made arbitrarily large while main-

taining the estimate of equation (79) by selecting ° su� -

ciently small. Therefore there exists a positive constant

°¤¤ such that if ° 2 …0; °¤¤Š, we have t1 ¶ ~t and the trajec-
tories of the closed-loop system lie within the neighbour-

hood of the origin de® ned in equation (73). It can be

easily veri® ed that, within this neighbourhood, the

closed-loop system of equation (51) satis® es the assump-

tions of Theorem 9.4 reported in Khalil (1996).
Applying the results of this theorem, we obtain the exist-

ence of a positive constant ° 0 such that if ° 2 …0; ° 0Š,
the estimates of equation (77) hold 8 jz…t†j µ r and

je0…t†j µ »0. Finally, we now have that if ° 2 …0; °¤Š
where °¤ ˆ min f° 0; °¤¤;··°; ·°; °± ; °e; °²; °0g, then equation
(77) is satis® ed for je…0†j µ ·̄

e, j²…0†j µ ·̄
², jeo…0†j µ ¯eo

,

k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v.

Step 2: In this step we show that the static compon-

ent of the controller of equation (20) with ° ˆ 0 and

x̂ ˆ x minimizes the cost functional associated with
the slow (reduced) system as de® ned in equation (22).

To this end, consider the closed-loop system of equa-

tion (51) with ° ˆ 0 where u of equation (20) is applied

with x̂ ˆ x. We note that the resulting slow system is

identical to the one studied in El-Farra and Christo-

® des (1999) (state feedback problem) and satis® es the
assumptions of Theorem 1 stated therein. Applying the

result of this theorem, we obtain that the static com-

ponent of the controller of equation (20) minimizes the

cost functional

Jr ˆ
…1

0

…l…·e† ‡ u…·x†R…·x†u…·x†† dt …81†

where ·x ˆ X ¡1…·e; ·²; ·v† refers to the solution of the

reduced closed-loop system under state feedback.

Following the same treatment presented in Part 3 of
the proof of Theorem 1 in El-Farra and Christo® des

(1999), it can be readily shown that upon substituton

of the static component u of equation (20) (which we

shall denote from now on by u¤ to emphasize that it is

optimal) in the above expression, the minimum cost
obtained is

J¤
r ˆ

…1

0

…l…·e† ‡ u¤…·x†R…·x†u¤…·x†† dt ˆ V…·e…0†† …82†
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Step 3: In the last step of this part of the proof, we

exploit the closeness of solutions result obtained in

Step 1 and combine it with the optimality result estab-

lished in Step 2 to prove that the output feedback con-

troller of equation (20) is near-optimal in the sense
that it produces a cost functional for the full closed-

loop sysem that approaches the optimal cost for the

reduced (state feedback) problem provided that the

gain of the observer is su� ciently large. Towards this

end, consider rewriting the cost functional of equation

(22) as

J ˆ
… tb

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt

‡
…1

tb

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt …83†

From Step 2, we have that the following estimates hold

for t ¶ tb

e…t† ˆ ·e…t† ‡ O…°†

x…t† ˆ ·x…t† ‡ O…°†

x̂…t† ˆ ·x…t† ‡ O…°†

9
>>>=

>>>;
…84†

It follows then from the continuity properties of the

functions l…¢†, u…¢†, R…¢†, that for t ¶ tb

l…e† ! l…·e†; u…x̂† ! u…·x†; R…x† ! R…·x† as ° ! 0

…85†

and hence
…1

tb

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt !
…1

tb

…l…·e† ‡ u…·x†R…·x†u…·x†·b† dt

as ° ! 0 …86†

From the stability of the closed-loop system established

in Part 2 of the proof, there exists a positive real number

M that bounds the integrand of equation (22). Using the

fact that tb ˆ O…°†, we have that
…tb

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂† dt† µ
…tb

0

M dt

µ M°

ˆ O…°† …87†

Similarly, from the stability of the reduced closed-loop

system (state feedback problem) established in Part 2

and the fact that tb ˆ O…°†, there exists a positive real
number M 0 such that

…tb

0

…l…·e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt µ
…tb

0

M 0 dt

µ M 0°

ˆ O…°† …88†

Combining equations (86± 88), we obtain

…1

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt !
…1

0

…l…·e† ‡ u…·x†R…·x†u…·x†† dt

as ° ! 0 …89†

and from equation (82), we ® nally have

J ˆ
…1

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt ! V…·e…0†† as ° ! 0

…90†

This completes the proof of the theorem. &

Proof of Theorem 2: The proof of this theorem fol-

lows closely the proof of Theorem 1. We shall point

out the diŒerences. In Part 1 we establish the global

exponential stability of the closed-loop fast subsystem

and derive ISS bounds for the states of the closed-loop

reduced system. Then using the technical lemma em-

ployed in the proof of Theorem 1, we show that the

derived ISS bounds continue to hold up to an arbitra-

rily small oŒset, for arbitrarily large initial conditions

and uncertainty. In Part 2, the resulting ISS inequal-

ities are studied, using techniques similar to those used
in Christo® des et al. (1996) (see also Jiang et al. 1995)

to show boundedness of the trajectories and establish

the inequality of equation (30). In Part 3, we apply

Tikhonov’s theorem to obtain the closeness of sol-

utions on the ® nite time-interval and then use this re-

sult to prove near-optimality of the output feedback

controller of equation (29).

Part 1: The global exponential stablity of the closed-

loop fast subsystem was established in the ® rst step of

Part 1 of the proof of Theorem 1 and will not be re-

peated here. Instead, we focus on the reduced system

and derive ISS bounds that capture the evolution of its

states. To this end, we consider again the system of

equaton (51) with ° ˆ 0. Using the same argument pre-

sented in Step 2 of Part 1 in the previous proof, one

can again show that for the system of equation (51),

!…0† ˆ ²…0† ‡ O…°† implies ²…t† ˆ !…t† ‡ O…°† 8t ¶ 0,

which yields that !…t† ˆ ²…t† when ° ˆ 0. Now con-

sider the Lyapunov function candidate V ˆ eTPe
where P is the positive de® nite matrix de® ned in The-

orem 2. To simplify the development of the proof, we

consider the case when q ˆ 1 in equation (2). Generali-

zation to the case when q > 1 is conceptually straight-

forward. Evaluating the time derivative of V along the

trajectories of the closed-loop reduced system and not-

ing that the term LwkLr¡1
f h…x† does not vanish at the

origin, one can show that
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_V µ ¡c0…L·gV†2 ¡ ¬
������������������������������������
…L ·f V†2 ‡ …L·gV†4

q
8j2bTPej ¶ ¿

À ¡ 1

_V µ ¡c0…L·gV†2 ¡ ¬
������������������������������������
…L ·f V†2 ‡ …L·gV†4

q

‡ ³bjLwLr¡1
f h…x†j¿ 8j2bTPej <

¿

…À ¡ 1†

9
>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>;

…91†

A direct application then of the result of Corollary 5.2 in

Khalil (1996) can be performed to conclude that the

following ISS inequality holds for the e states of the

reduced system

je…t†j µ · e…je…0†j; t† ‡ ·®e…¿† 8t ¶ 0 …92†

where · e is the class KL function and ·®e is a class K1
function. From Assumption 2, we have that the ² states
of the reduced system possess an ISS property with

respect to e

j²…t†j µ · ²…j²…0†j; t† ‡ ·®²…kek† …93†

where ·®² is a class K function. Realizing that the

reduced system analysed above is identical to the system

studied in Theorem 2 in El-Farra and Christo® des

(1999), we note that that the static component of the
controller of equation (29) with x̂ ˆ x, i.e. A…x; ·v; ¿†
enforces global ultimate boundedness in the closed-

loop slow system, and thus, the state ± of the closed-

loop slow system satis® es the bound

j±…t†j µ  ±…¯± ; t† ‡ ~®…¿† 8t ¶ 0 …94†

where  ± is a class KL function, ~® is a class K1
function and ¯± is the maximum value of the vector

‰h…x† Lf h…x† ¢ ¢ ¢ Lr¡1
f h…x†Š for jxj µ ¯x:

Based on the above bound and following the results

of Khalil and Esfandiari (1993), and Teel and Praly
(1995), we disregard estimates of ~y, obtained from the

high-gain observer, with norm j~yj >  ±…¯± ; 0† ‡ d where

d > ~®…¿†. Hence, we set sat …¢† ˆ f1; ±max=j ¢ jg…¢† where

±max is the maximum value of the vector ‰±1 ±2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ±rŠ for

j±j µ  ±…¯± ; 0† ‡ d .

Part 2: We are now in a position to apply the result

of Lemma 1 in Christo® des (2000). To this end, we

introduce the same set of positive real numbers de® ned

in Step 2 of Part 2 of the proof of Theorem 1 and note

that now we have

¯e > ~̄
e ‡ ·®e…¿†; ¯² > D² ‡ ·®²…¯e†

D² :ˆ · ²… ·̄
²; 0† ‡ d²; de ˆ ¿ < d

)
…95†

First, consider the singularly perturbed system com-

prised of the states (±; eo) of the closed-loop system.

This system is in standard form, possesses a globally
exponentially stable fast subsystem, and its correspond-

ing reduced system is ISS. These properties allow a

direct application of the result of Lemma 1 with

¯ ˆ max f¯± ; ¯eo
; ¯³; ¯·v; ¯²; ¯eg and d ˆ ¿, to obtain the

existence of a positive real number °± such that if

° 2 ‰0; °± Š, and j±…0†j µ ¯± , jeo…0†j µ ¯eo
, k³k µ ¯³,

k·vk µ ¯·v, kek µ ¯e, k²k µ ¯², then

j±…t†j µ  ±…¯± ; t† ‡ ~®…¿† ‡ ¿ …96†

Let ·¿ be such that ~®…¿† ‡ ·¿ µ d . Consider now the sin-
gularly perturbed system comprised of the states (e; eo)

of the system of equation (51). This system is in standard

form, possesses a globally exponentially stable fast sub-

system, and its corresponding reduced system is ISS.

These properties allow a direct application of the results
of Lemma 1 with ¯ ˆ max f ·̄

e; ¯eo
; ¯³; ¯·v; ¯²g and d ˆ

de ˆ ¿, to obtain the existence of a positive real number

°e such that if ° 2 …0; °eŠ, and je…0†j µ ·̄
e, jeo…0†j µ ¯eo

,

k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, k²k µ ¯², kek µ k¯e, then

je…t†j µ · e…je…0†; t† ‡ ·®e…¿† ‡ ¿ …97†

Similarly, it can be shown that Lemma 1, with

¯ ˆ max f ·̄
e; ¯eo

; ¯³; ¯·v; ¯eg and d ˆ d·², can be applied

to the system comprised of the states (²; eo) of the system

of equation (51).

Thus, we have that there exist positive real numbers

°² such that if ° 2 …0; °²Š and j²…0†j µ ·̄
², jeo…0†j µ ¯eo

,

k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, kek µ ¯e, then

j²…t†j µ K²j²…0†j e¡at ‡ ®²…kek† ‡ d² …98†

Finally, the inequalities of equations (92), (93), (97)

and (98) can be manipulated using a small-gain theorem

type argument similar to the one used in the proof
of Theorem 1 in El-Farra and Christo® des (1999) to

show that given the set positive real numbers ·̄
e; ·̄

²;
¯eo

; ¯³; ¯·v; d ; de; d² and with ¿¤ ˆ min f ·¿; d=…1 ‡ ·®e…¿††g
and with ¿ 2 …0; ¿¤Š, there exists °¤ 2 …0; min f°± ; °e; °²gŠ
such that if ° 2 …0; °¤Š, and je…0†j µ ·̄

e, j²…0†j µ ·̄
²,

jeo…0†j µ ¯eo
, j³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v, then j±…t†j µ  ±…¯±; 0† ‡ d

and the remaining states of the closed-loop system are

bounded, and its output satis® es the relation of equation

(30). For brevity, this argument will not be repeated

here.

Part 3: In this part of the proof, we show that the

output feedback controller of equation (29) is near-

optimal over a ® nite time-interval for the class of

systems considered in equation (2) and produces a ® -

nite cost which tends to the optimal cost for the re-
duced (state feedback) problem as ° ! 0. To this end,

we adopt a similar three-step procedure to the one em-

ployed in Part 3 of the proof of Theorem 1. In the ® rst

step, we use Tikhonov’ s theorem to establish closeness

of the solutions of the reduced and full closed-loop

systems on the ® nite time-interval. In Step 2, we show
that, for the reduced system, the controller of equation

(29) with ° ˆ 0 is optimal with respect to a cost func-

tional ·Jr of the form of equation (31). Finally, in Step

3, we combine the results of Steps 1 and 2 to show
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that the cost associated with the full closed-loop

systems tends to the optimal cost for the reduced

system as ° ! 0.

Step 1: Referring to the system of equation (51), it is

straightforward to show that this system satis® es the
conditions of Theorem 9.1 given in Khalil (1996). Ap-

plying this theorem to the system of equation (51), we

conclude that there exists a ® nite time t1 > 0 and posi-

tive constants K , L and ··° such that if ° 2 …0;··°Š and

je…0†j µ ·̄
e, j²…0†j µ ·̄

², jeo…0†j µ ¯eo
, k³k µ ¯³, k·vk µ ¯·v,

then

jz…t; °† ¡ ·z…t†j µ °K ‰1 ‡ t1Š exp …Lt1† …99†

and the estimate

z…t; °† ¡ ·z…t† ˆ O…°† …100†

holds uniformly for t 2 ‰0; t1Š where

·z…t† ˆ ‰·e…t† ·²…t† ·!…t†ŠT

is the solution of the reduced (slow) problem.

Furthermore, given any tb > 0, there is °b µ ··° such

that the estimate

eo…t; °† ˆ O…°† …101†

holds uniformly for t 2 ‰tb; t1Š whenever ° < ··°.

Step 2: In this step we show that the controller of

equation (29) with ° ˆ 0 and x̂ ˆ x minimizes the cost

functional associated with the reduced system. To this

end, consider the closed-loop system of equation (51)
with ° ˆ 0 where u of equation (29) is applied with

x̂ ˆ x. We note that the resulting slow system is identi-

cal to the one studied in El-Farra and Christo® des

(1999) under state feedback and satis® es the assump-

tions of Theorem 2 stated therein. Applying the result

of this theorem, we obtain that the static component
of the controller of equation (29) minimizes the cost

functional

·Jr ˆ lim
t !Tf

V…·e…t†† ‡
…Tf

0

…l…·e† ‡ u…·x†R…·x†u…·x†† dt …102†

where, as before, ·x ˆ X ¡1…·e; ·²; ·v† refers to the solution

of the reduced closed-loop system under state feedback

and Tf is de® ned in equation (34). Following the same

treatment presented in Part 3 of the proof of Theorem 2

in El-Farra and Christo® des (1999), it can be easily
shown that upon substituton of the static component u

of equation (29) (which we shall denote by u¤ to empha-

size that it is optimal) in the above expression, the mini-

mum cost obtained is

·J¤
r ˆ lim

t ! Tf

V…e…t†† ‡
…Tf

0

…l…·e† ‡ u
¤…·x†R…·x†u¤…x†† dt ˆ V…·e…0††

…103†

Step 3: In this step, we exploit the closeness of sol-

utions result obtained in Step 1 and combine it with

the optimality result established in Step 2 to prove that

the output feedback controller of Equation (29) is

near-optimal in the sense that the cost functional of
equation (31) associated with the full closed-loop

system approaches the optimal cost for the reduced

(slow) system under state feedback, provided that the

gain of the observer is su� ciently large. Note ® rst that

in order to guarantee near-optimality, we must require

t1 ¶ Tf . This requirement guarantees that the solutions
of the reduced and full closed-loop systems remain

close during the time interval over which the state

feedback controller u of equation (29) (with ° ˆ 0 and

x̂ ˆ x) is optimal. From equation (99), it is clear that t1

can be made arbitrarily large while maintaining the
estimate of equation (100) by selecting ° su� ciently

small (or equivalently the gain of the observer

su� ciently large). Therefore there exists a positive

constant °¤¤ such that if ° 2 …0; °¤¤Š, we have t1 ¶ Tf .

Therefore, we set °¤ in Theorem 2 as

°¤ ˆ min f°0; °± ; °²; °e;··°; °¤¤g

To proceed with the proof of near-optimality, consider

rewriting the cost functional of equation (31) as follows

J ˆ lim
t ! Tf

V…e…t†† ‡
…tb

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt

‡
…Tf

tb

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt …104†

From Step 2, we have that the following estimates hold

for t 2 ‰tb; t1Š

e…t† ˆ ·e…t† ‡ O…°†

x…t† ˆ ·x…t† ‡ O…°†

x̂…t† ˆ x̂…t† ‡ O…°†

9
>>=

>>;
…105†

It follows then from the continuity properties of the

functions V…¢†, l…¢†, u…¢†, R…¢† that for t 2 ‰tb; t1Š

V…e† ! V…·e†; l…e† ! l…·e†; u…x̂† ! u…·x†;

R…x† ! R…·x† as ° ! 0 …106†

and hence

lim
t !Tf

V…e…t†† ‡
…Tf

tb

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt

! lim
t ! Tf

V…·e…t†† ‡
…Tf

tb

…l…·e† ‡ u…·x†R…·x†u…·x†† dt

as ° ! 0 …107†

From the boundedness of the trajectories of the closed-

loop system established in Part 2, there exists a positive
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real number M that bounds the integrand of equation

(31). Using the fact that tb ˆ O…°†, we have that
…tb

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt µ
…tb

0

M dt µ M° ˆ O…°†

…108†

Similarly, from the stability of the reduced closed-loop

system under state feedback established in Part 2 and

the fact that tb ˆ O…°†, there exists a positive real num-

ber M 0 such that
…tb

0

…l…·e† ‡ u…·x†R…·x†u…·x†† dt µ
…tb

0

M 0 dt µ M 0° ˆ O…°†

…109†

Combining equations (107)± (109), we obtain

lim
t ! Tf

V…e…t†† ‡
…Tf

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt

! lim
t ! Tf

V…·e…t†† ‡
…Tf

0

…l…·e† ‡ u…·x†R…·x†u…·x†† dt

as ° ! 0 …110†

and from equation (103), we ® nally have

J ˆ lim
t ! Tf

V…e…t†† ‡
…Tf

0

…l…e† ‡ u…x̂†R…x†u…x̂†† dt ! V…·e…0††

as ° ! 0 …111†

This completes the proof of the theorem. &
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